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When offering CME as part of a workshop or presentation, it is imperative that compliance standards are kept at the forefront of session preparation, are understood, and ultimately followed. One common compliance standard that can generate questions and concerns for both speakers and providers is the disclosure of potential speaker conflict(s). The Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) is clear on issues of disclosure and the Accreditation Review Committee (ARC) has found against providers of CME who are not in compliance with the standards related to reporting potential conflicts. Below is some guidance to help you navigate the mitigation of conflict:

1. Keep in mind that it is the speaker's responsibility to disclose all potential conflicts, whether they deem them relevant or not. The new ACCME standards take the determination of relevance away from the speaker. Speakers are asked to make disclosure in writing via a disclosure form that asks specific questions regarding any potential conflicts of interest (COI).

2. Once this document is completed, signed, and submitted by the speaker, it is then the CME provider's responsibility to determine relevance and mitigate the potential COI. This process should be documented in a way that an outside reviewer can clearly see that the provider engaged with the declared potential conflicts and made a determination. Even if the speaker's presentation has nothing to do with the potential conflicts, documentation must be available that demonstrates providers performed their due diligence in reviewing materials relevant to the presentation to ensure no conflict emerges
3. Finally, the provider’s determination of relevance/mitigation must be relayed to the audience prior to participants engaging in the learning activity. Missing this critical step could lead to citation and accreditation issues.

If you have any questions regarding COI and impacts on CME offerings, please contact the Office of Continuing Professional Development for further information and guidance. We welcome your questions and encourage you to reach out.
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